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Joseph and Anna Elizabeth Hudlin

Many people across Chicago were impacted by the Great Chicago Fire. Throughout the exhibition, some of their stories are told.

Think about the video about the Hudlins and the “Meet the Hudlins” biography. Make inferences about them using the head below. Use symbols and drawings to show your ideas about the thoughts, challenges, hopes, and dreams of Anna Elizabeth and Joseph Hudlin.

Muchas personas en todo Chicago se vieron afectadas por el Gran Incendio de Chicago. A lo largo de la exposición se cuentan algunas de sus historias.

Piensa en el video sobre los Hudlins y la biografía “Conoce a los Hudlins”. Haz inferencias sobre la familia Hudlin usando el encabezado de abajo. Utiliza símbolos y dibujos para representar tus ideas sobre los pensamientos, desafíos, esperanzas y sueños de los Hudlins.
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What is one question you would ask them?

How do you think the Hudlins felt after the fire?

How does learning the stories of the people affected by the Great Chicago Fire change your understanding of it?